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“It gives your subconscious time to

too little stress in your life, you can get

too laid back.”

Personal problems are not the only
stressers students face during finals —

absorb the material you just studied,”

Groeneveld said.
She also suggested students study

the
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time.”’
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Center,
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‘‘schedule your study-

hardest subject first.

Cramming is a study habit students

use when they put off studying for tests

or do not have enough time to study
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The free presentation is sponsored by Central
American Solidarity.

Handcrafted gifts at annual fair
The 12th annual Holiday Gifts Faire, featuring
handmade items from Humboldt County residents,
is being held through Friday in the University
Center lounge and the Kate Buchanan Room.

, jewelry, paintings, stained

Gifts such as

and

fooc

can. be

bought...
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mer HOP.

three summer orientation programs counseling
. freshman, transfers and non-traditional students

about HSU and its requirements.
HOP

counselors also give campus tours, talk

with parents and assist with HOP social events.

To apply for either the June 28-July 3 shift, the
m the week
July 6-11 shift, or the orientation

before fall semester classes start, students must take
Special Programs 315, the orientation: training
course, turn in an application to the HOP Office,

Nelson Hall East, 117 and have an interview with
sangeet Sapa
Aas
HOP directors.
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Japanese Restaurant
Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom
Teeth, Ultrasonic CNetning.
Nitrous gas«stereo sound,

Mercury-free fillings and
Emergency Care
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*SushiBar
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Yet while most classrooms around
campus have been noticeably short of
students, Arroyo said ethnic studies
classes have continued to be popular.
The only enrollment decrease, he said, has been because of the classes lost due
to the resignation last summer of

American
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Ethnic studies chairman Luis Arroyo

fights for an expanded program.

program
enrolled in its minor d
and about $0 studetits in its Native
American studies certificate program.
Arroyo, however, said the department
addiwould need to offer about

Hennessy agreed the department was
“important,” but said enrollment
decreases would make expansion

tional courses to make its program
e, with courses in t
education, arts and literature.

almost impossible.

‘The program is at least defined as a

minimum importance program,”
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Student price: Men $8, Women $10

Appointments not always necessary
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$24.95. A beautiful new book on Marilyn
Monroe with text by Gloria Steinem
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The major would
ethnic studies

would also teach students how to use

outside reservations.

624 C Street
Eureka, CA 95521

Office:(707)443—8448
Residence:(707)443—2362

(707) 822-5188

9 pm. — $2

400%

—Rock & Roll—

— Ladies Night —
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No cover for women! Men, too.
—Harmonica Virtuoso—
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DJ Dance Party
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‘Rock with Fresh”
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(18 and over welcome)
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at HAIR UNLIMITED

|_True| False |

1. Make a change
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3.
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r friends
Surprise
Walk to air Unlimited
Save $3
Ask for Monie

822-3262
GET AQUAINTED HAIRCUT
Men — $8
Women — $10 to $13
Remember — Ask For Monie
1640
G St., Arcata

D&. LAUNDERLAND
Best Deal in Town

|| Dec. 31 — New Year's
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Wash Here, —

Dry FREE!!!
.
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5000 Valley West Center
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Nina Williams tends the garden at the CCAT house where she resides.
Williams said she was also attracted

taken slowly.

rue
She said she has always been in- to HSU becauseof
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e
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Williams said she didn’t just come to available to give tours of the Buc

‘

*“*T haven’t taken a stand one way or

first priority this

the earth and it (her career) will

other, but I’m not taking it blindly

_o
Williams said she is real scared about

ing Monocultures in some species,
because, it is a new field and should be

school to get a degree and get a career.
She said she came to this school
because of the location and to gain
more knowledge in her field.
“Something will come up though,
sure; I may be in school a long
time.”’

alterHouse complex and
native resource and
information to the school and surrounding
community.
‘‘When people callup and say they
have a question about how they can do
Continued on next page
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Good Stuff

Massage

Rudene’s Massage
Stress Release Center

* Clays

e Salts
® Body Scrubs
® Spa Treatments

Daily M—F

am.
— 2.
2p.m
.

iam.

—2 am.

Haagen-Dazs Cream Liqueurs
Dutch Vanilla

Give -aways!

Cafe packs & Muss! Choclate
$1.50
Have it on the rocks or with coffee
tastes just like ice cream!
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Dec. 2 four Volkswagen
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Jolly Giant Commons parking lot,
and placed on Granite Avenue. Tlie

cars were later put back into their
spaces by housing authorities.
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nozzles were
four brass
reported stolett, atid two bad checks
totalling $32.41 were also
© twenty-five

swimsuits

for the

HSU swim team were
slashed while stored in lockers.
: suits were beyond repair.
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wane ATA

822-4673
408 “F” ST.
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Here’s our Holiday Gift to You.
Bring in this ad and you'll get. . .

1 10% OFF

Beneine

Now through December a aeOn:
Clothes, Bikes, Skis, Boots, Hats, Kayaks,
Tents, Sleeping Bags, Backpacks and more.

Thank You for your business this year.
Best Wishes
for a Prosperous 1987!
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was recruiting in the Silicon

“It was co

than the number that

specific major,’’ he
sed because I come

t didn’t look too

of thing.

said the university should

now more about (ROTC) programs
for or against the

¢

Wartell,

however, said the roleof

institutions ite brig ideas

—Mark Murray
The
feasibility
recruiter

of ROTC states one HSU
the experience of ‘‘ ‘40 to

50’ candidates inquired and lost in-

who attended four years of

ROTC’s claim to provide
good financial

“fallacious.”
ss
a
‘~A student) could make a lot more

terest in HSU when informed ROTC
was not hosted here.’’
Athletic Director Chuck Lindemenn,
the recruiter referred to in the report,
surprisedby the number o
he was
said
about ROTC
students who inqui

Kevin Hayden, social sciences junior
and member of the Committee to
Disuade the University From bringing
ROTC on Campus, said, ‘‘it is a
travesty to bring a program to campus

that requires students to give up their
civil rights.’’
Hayden resigned as chairman of the
Studeht
Legislative Council in October
when the council voted to refuse to

Cc

and discussion to light.

‘Academia and students are not
nee
eos paged as 4
as people

are

10

afice

life of the mind,” Waten said.

Wartell added no decision will be
opimade regarding ROTC until the
nions of the student body and faculty

about the issue are known.

University Center

Wishing you a
Merry Christmas
826-4470

Now you can get the

‘

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.

with your favorite Macintosh word
edge when classes begin in January. With a "Togethr
processing software, you can transform
Macintosh™
personal computer, and all the
your notes into:the clearest, most letter
write extras.
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
We call
it the Macintosh ‘Write Stuff”
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
turned in on time,
when you buy a Macintosh “Write Stuff
What's more, there's a Macintosh
bundle before January 9, 1987, you'll receive
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
and computer
care products from 3M.°
Not only will you get vour choice of a
Complete with-all the things
you need to
Macintosh 512K Enhanced ora Macintosh
keep your Macintosh running long after
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer™ 1!
you've graduated.
printer, the perfect solution for producing
Let us show you how to get through
near letter-quality
term papers or. reports,
college
better, faster, and smarter. Stopin
complete
with graphs, charts, and
and see us for more information.
illustrations.
:

NORTHCOAS!

RENT-TO-OWN
APPLIANCES
FURNITURE

Mon. thru Sat

10:00 to 6:00

taining an 80,000 word dictionary

with options for

Mon.-Thurs.all movies

Atacntosh and ImageWriter are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc Maclegtining
ts a trademart of Target software In:

S

the

99¢.

Fri.,Sun. & Sun. movies

$2.50

VCR rental & movie

$4.99
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of ocean water and
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up to greatly affect the magfiitude of
the tides.

Crandell also said the cumulative affect of winds, rain and tide could oe
ly accelerate beach and cliff erosion
Tides are one of

the events in nature

which can be predicted months or years
in advance.

They are controlled by the same cir-

measurement

system.
The

around

that

of

currents, combined with winter storms,
that have local a
and scientists

Navigation in; oad out of Humboldt
Bay harbor might practically come to a

said. ‘‘Superimposed upon all this is
the water that comes from the rivers.’’
He said fresh water from rivers

cumstances
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time
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the

orbits of the earth and
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solar
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the sun, in particular, affect

‘‘it would cause the bar to break all
the way across and be a real hazard to
anybody (crossing the bar),”’ Petty Officer Douglas Amberson said.
“It would pretty much close (the
harbor), down because not too many
would want to cross a breaking
pry in stich a dangerous situation,’’ he
oan mae e ete Ln
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He said there were a few times last

earth’s tidal currents.
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Freshwater habitats threatened by acid rain.
Barbara Kelly
Staff writer

speakers agreed Friday that manFive seminar
made acid rain k Is fish and other aquatic life in
lakes and streams.
The seminar was sponsored by the HSU
Engen Club, the Humboldt.chapter of the
American
sheries Society and PG&E Campus Service.
neering Professor Robert Gearheart explained what causes acid rain and acid deposition and
how it is measured.
Acidity is often measured using the pH scale.
Water, which is considered neutral, has a pH of 7.
Uncontaminated rain has a pH of 5.6 to $5.7,

Gearheart said, but rainfall east of the Mississippi

River has an average pH between 4 and 5, with individual storms worse.
idle fos has an acidity of about 2.3. The most
so far measured, in Corona del Mar,
acidic
Calif., had a pH of 1.7, North Coast Air Quality
Manager Charles Sassenrath said. He added rain
with

this acidity would sti

our face.

Water with a pH of 6 is 10 times more acidic than 7
water of pH 7, and pH 4 is 100 times more acidic

than pH 6.

Although volcanic eruptions and forest fires
create acid, studies of glacier ice show no acid problems 180 years ago, Forestry Professor Susan
Bicknell said.

Manmade sulfates from smokestacks and nitrates
from auto exhaust are major sources of acid rain.
However, experimental redwood
in an
HSU greenhouse seem unaffected after 22
of
acid mist, she told the audience of 60.
Bicknell

drew

no

conclusions

from

the

wun-

completed eo:
but said controversy continues to‘a
&
recent massive forest
dieoffs
result of acid rain. Natural causes
may be at work, she said.
Fisheries Professor Terry Roelofs described what

acid Speers

does to ‘fish and other aquatic

“In water, you can eliminate life forms without
ever directly killing an organism,’’
he said.
“‘Crustaceans and snails disappear if the pH of
to 6, and salmon disappeatarpH
falls r
the wate
5.8,” he said. “Snails and other molluscs are part

sensitive because they have to

down a

shell. Shells are made of lime and they dissolve in

acid,’ he explained.
Bacteria in streams and lakes are at the base of

the food chain leading to fish, and are at leastas
agers

to acid as invertebrate animals,

Roelofs

sai

“Microbial respiration rates drop off dramatical-

ly as water becomes acid. There’s a 100 percent

reduction from
Sct
tani

6.$ to 5.5.
doe
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At @
of 4.8,
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plankton,’’ he said. Plankton is
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Local Christmas gifts:: »

The
Mansion

a

a

stuff

Not the same ol

A ey bed & teats
ake Vea Village of Ferndale.
Idea!

Snete

Special
+t price winter rates!

~~ Mom,

;

ask you what you would

like for Christmas and ee say, ‘‘Just

a

Feo Acoh

ee.

If you only knew what the North
Coast had to offer, I doubt
you would want the same
old stuff.
Anyway, peruse this list and see if
anything interests you:

wiv « Hee

6G + De Mee ho De wits Meee

get me the same old stuff.’

Jingle smells: Here’s a chance to get

some

in very

North

Coast scents such as Redwood

bath

products

Moss,

Bie

Forest Rain and Cucumber.
Bubbles in Arcata makes its own
glycerin
, bath oils, body washes,
bath salts,
shampoos, cream rinses and
bubble baths using these and about 55
other, more conventional, fragrances.
The concoction of these concentrated scents, which also can be pur-

¢

chased in quarter-ounce vials, ‘‘starts
out with a thought and having it
become real,’’ Bubbles owner Victoria

Hac

PH

Joyce said.

Certificates.”

¢

Save on oe
of your favorite
Hallmar merchandise during the

G

Bio

Come see all the exciting, colorful
Hallmark ideas for Christmas 1986,
and take advantage of terrific savings
with these ‘Ho, Ho, Ho Holiday

weeks before Christmas. Our way to

oo

wish you all the best!

DAVID’S HALLMARK SHOP
600 F Street, Uniontown Square

We

o M8

822 — 6242

© 1965 Malimark Cards, inc.
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or example,
said,
‘‘is a

Humboldt Fern, she
fresh, green-like

fragrance,’’ while Rain ‘‘is a light, soft

fragrance that doesn’t clash with other

fragrances,’’

e yee ry ome scents are me
sewhere for the express purpose o
ae wholesale, but a few are adjusted a little at the H Street store to be
wholly original.
Vials sell for $1.75 per quarter

ounce, while bottled products
from 25 to 40 cents per ounce.

Pipe up to the New

Year:

Paradise in Arcata, just
down from Bubbles, is
stores in the area that sells
less unusual ones.
‘*We’re the only (store

vary

Pacific

a few doors
one of few
pipes, much
selling pipes

in Arcata) with our selection,”
manager Linda Neikirk.

said

The store carries tobacco accessories

ranging from large glass or ceramic
water pipes to sleekly designed snuff
straws reminiscent of the flapper’s lo
cigarette holders, but about one-fift
as large. Some pipes available are made
of abalone, onyx and even a combinabe of ivory, manzanita and scrimshaw.

Some pipes, primarily the glass or
wood variety, are manufactured local-

Worth $3.00 on
any Hallmark

|
|

ly, Neikirk said.

rchase of
15.00 or more Dec.

4

make rustic gifts.
The better sellers,

owner

Harry

Freeman said, sell for between $5 and

$25. These include bowl sets that are
wood-lathed (spun like pottery, dug
out hye tools, Reiegs ced eee
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Humboldt

homegrown:

Some

pro-

ducts’ primary uniqueness is that they
are

locally

handful

produced.

More

than

we ee

k

nuts

boasting

by

an

open

Soyer: Some of the wood-carved games
at Humboldt’s Finest gift shop in Old
Town Eureka are challenging enough
to put computer games to shame.

ees |

«ee

bed

reese
Paks

iw

;

:

a

of stores specialize in local

craftwork and preserves. As a skimpy

sample:
Humboldt’s Finest: Mad
River
Farms low sugar jams, Larrupin’
Restaurant sauces, Bloomin’ Beast cutting boards shaped and painted like
animals, vintage house furnishings in
excellent condition.

Pacific Paradise: Christmas cards
and stationery, magnets with pictures
of local scenes or made of and shaped
cats eyes (also good as wall-hangings)
and slippers made of Hawaiian
print
cotton (“‘like thongs, except the toe’s
covered
—
they’re_
really
cool-looking,’’ Neikirk said.
a.
om ane Town Eureka:
rustic, homey
bricabracs, hangingsan
clocks between $7 and $22, painted
trays, wood horses, cloth wall hangings
and
pots, mugs and ashtrays with feet
on them.

pencil holders s
e logger
boots
Tradewinds, Old Town Eureka:
and reasonably
clocks.
More products with manzanita root
Stump sculptures start at $35, bases and miniature wood-lathed,
Freeman said, and are adaptable to any round wood storage boxes.
weather as long as the wood is treated
sO moisture content is stabilized.
Anyway, that’s just some of what's
available from behind the Redwood

Worth $3.00 on
any Hallmark
rchase
op

Rick Irby’s spiral wire puzzles,
which involve separating linked parts,
are also available.

like redwood trees, leather masks with

O redwood tree, O redwood tree:
The Stump House in Eureka can show
you exactly
how many ways redwood
and manzanita root can be used to

6 through Dec. 14,

One wood contraption that flips a
ball on a string back and forth between
two cups sells for $5.95, with ball catchers (a paddleball variation with a
cup) for $2, a vibraphone set for $7.95
ee a movable jumping jack figure for

Curtain.

Write

me

immediately

with

any selections — it’s only 15 days until
Christmas.
Love,

--- Vicki
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pneumonia

‘In so tany ways he’s still a
normal child.
He’s curious and

Fanccrieen,
are more

*re

8;

kids who live in the streets,’’
LeAnna said,

:

.

PE

«1ahappenswe toonlde
hima two-seat,
| haneids
hereend afeThereslot ework,
of Bases
and
are a lot
ignorance.
ng;
=
have this disease.
too.of It’s
Zain doesn’t seem conscious Of

his physiological problems, and his
mother attributes this to a lot of

nurturing
and attention.
‘*He’s survived emotionally

because

we

try

to make

it as

easy not to be conscious Tooof

gitferent-abled
people lack the a.

many
to deal

with it, unless it touches their

nor-

She

added

that
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Mark Condran Quartet
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“They'd figure that, well, he’s

‘

Mark Condtan Quartet

one
shot, anything,

putshe wants Zain tolive as tu
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the s consequences in the end .
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WED.

a life as possible, no matter what

it’s

about the fate of thet on-

child, but they attribute their
paeete to helpful support and in _
volvement in various groups and

organizations.

They’re both active in a local

He has his own little
wheelchair, and we’re taking

Francis Vanek

“Just because he’s going to die

"
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doesn’t mean he doesn’t need

winter when boats were struck outside

— Sometimes the bar is completely flat. |
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in progressive
care. I think
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going to bemedical
a long-lifer.
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Eat and talk about Yin and Yang
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_ A blood drive will be held tomorrow at Mad
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37pm. For

River Community HospitalLines
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ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE

WED. DEC. 10 “——

Blues Society Jam

THUR., FRISSAT DEC. 1 1, 12,818 — To the Bone
SATURDAY AFTERNOON:

Giant Art sale! Celebrate a “Wet Christmas”.

Two dozen artists, poetry reading, entertainment through
out the day and food!
SUN. DEC. 14 — J. Wood Blues Commandoes
MON. DEC. 15 — . Thomas Blues Band
—

TUES.
=
MON

1061 | Street, Arcata

@ WED ¢ THURS © FRI? AM-5:30PM

e

622-3150

SAT

© 8 AM-SPM

SUN

DEC.

$1

16 — E. Thomas Blues Band

¢ 6 AM-3PM

KOREAN CUISINE
&
COCKTAIL BAR

The only non-profit, full service,
multi-material communi
recycling center in Humboldt
County
Materials We Accept:

Aluminium cans, Newspaper, Glass,
Cardboard, Papersacks, Used motor oil

A VERY SPECIAL
DINING EXPERIENCE
© Delicious Korean Food
e Relaxed Atmosphere
e Courteous Service

e Comfortable Cocktail Lounge

LUNCH: Tuesday - Friday 11] AM-2 PM.
DINNER: Tuesday - SUNDAY 5 PM-9:30 PM

CHAMBER MUSIC
Swe:

For more information about our

recycling services, call us at 822—8512

By ALDER TRIO
SATURDAY:
6-8PM.

we

HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY: * 7 PM
Free Hors D'oeuvres
Champagne

$1.00

a glass

be So

ee

PIANO OR KOTO PLAYERS

isn't it time you started recycling?

686 F STREET © ARCATA © 822-4021
*
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Information & Reservations
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7.45 p.m.
lue Velvet,”
:
Arcata: “B
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show only. Boom with a View."
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p.m., free.

Film:
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By Carlie Sawyer
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Arts Editor

If you'd like to give
something
really valua
Christmas, take them
to see

of

nephews

“Christmas

polar

and

k

Ilbereth,

Christmas’s elf and mechanical

Father

The goblins are

trified eyes,
Cook and Bruce Marrs, and
by the Dell ‘Arte ce.
They are sweet
characters who,
the polar bears say, smell

eggs, sauerkraut and wet

rei

.

They have names like ‘‘Stinky,’

yo

poten”

and

Sel chickens, half a
Best of all,

parts.
they sing

songs with lyrics like,

- form.asa

‘“*Ranko,’

oh

a particular scene where
Valkotukka
sits astride Paksu's
shoulders obscuring his vision,
yers mastery
of this
demonstrate the
The

and. excellent

é

snappy little

“We'll steal

set,

toys—We love to torment—Good little
girls and boys.”’
The hero of the story is North Polar
Bear, Father Christmas’s helper. She is
a well-stuffed klutz, played by. Anna
Mestres, who stumbles into piles of
wrapped packages, knocking them
over and creating
chaos.
Her two mischievous nephews,
Paksu and Valkotukka, are
played by
Christopher G. Huson, and
uerite

art ‘

special effects,

puppetry

performances combine to

create a
eee ote . is rn
imatelyan
hour
, just long eno
so that children
with short attention
don’t reach the fidgeting stage.
Adults in the audience found
‘Christmas Crackers,’’ as enjoyable as
the children did, and this adaptation by

Ted Rage. director of the play, and

Jane Hill, director of the Dell ‘Arte
school, should be a Christmas tradition

in Humboldt County.

‘“‘Christmas Crackers’’ will be
performed Dec. 10-21 at various locations

in the county. Their schedule and ticket
ote be obtained by calling (707)

One of the ingenuous puppets, a villain of “Christmas Crackers .”

‘Mothers’ explores womens’ roles.

ij in transformational student play —
By Alison Tetenman
Staff writer
Five women, or is it one woman and

* five different aspects of her
shown in an

are being

HSU theater arts

student’s play, ‘“‘Conversations of My
other.’’ The play will show at 8 p.m.
ursday through
Saturday in Gist
‘Hall Theater.
. The entire play is done by students,
from the script to the costume design.
The play was written by Micki
» and directed by Jac“Conversations of My Mothers’’ is a
transformational play. There are five
| simultaneous
stories going on at once,
said Gold thorpe .
“There are five separate individual
lines of action which take
in different times and space.”’
said.
“The style of th
play is a
montage.’’ said Hayes. It is done in a
cut-away style such as films are done.
It
rom the specific to the univerof woman.
werner
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The Best of...
By GARY LARSON
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20-1 Lumberjack, Wednesday, Dec. 10, 1986

Book shows perils of bay
seagothe bar and also the different personalities of

«etn

Ee

Sarat ta ts
66

9

sudden ‘‘sneaker’

acrylic paintings
. Eanni worked with Gates
ualize the intensity of the sea at night.
the best part about writing the book
the people and hearing the stories.

ight Crossings is

and is
of Eureka

published by Pioneer Graphics

at The HSU Bookstoreas
available

well as other area bookstores. The cost is $7.95.
On Tuesday, Gates will present a slide show on

'

age
af

the trip he took to the Soviet Union a year-and-a-

Soon after returning from the Soviet Union, he
presented a slide show and has now updated it,
making it more contemporary.
Last September, Gates attended the first Soviet
rock concert held in the United States. He taped the
entire concert and uses the music as background for
the slide show.
ography by Phil Greenberg will also be
New
with Gates’ photographic work.
featured, along
ta the Curtain’’ is approximately 65 minutes
n length.
7:30
‘*Behind the Curtain’’ will be presented atJ St.,
1531
_m. at the Eureka Women’s Club,
infor-

ureka. Tickets are $3 at the door. For more

:

are not repeti

a different facet of the danger of crossing

Today’s...

The Best of...
THE FAR SIDE

mation, call 677-3731.

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Comic Castle

320 2nd St.,
Suite 2H, Eureka

444-BOOK

,
Next,

performance

with Corelli’s ‘‘Christmas Concerto.”

and soloists will sing
Christmasthe chorus
carols
such
as, “The First Noel,”
Night,”’ and ‘“What Child is

»

Ble

Mi

“Silent...

This?” The third
of the
will be Part one “The Nativity,’*
from Handel’s ‘‘Messiah.’’
oo

The Dec. Terre

act wit include § seenitianmn

immediately following the performance where

general,

and

$5

students

and

seniors,

available at The Works and Fireplace

and

are

Eureka, Plaza Design and HSU ticket office in Arcata and Fortuna Book Company in Fortuna.
For more information call (707)442-4159,

Decorated trees to be awarded
Fully decorated Christmas trees will be awarded
during a holiday fashion show to benefit the Humboldt Arts Council, Friday, Dec. 12.
The event, to be held at the Baywood Country
Club, also will feature a performance by the Redwood Coast Children’s Chorus. Restauranteur and
artist Van Shields will host the fashion show, with
fashion commentary by Sue Green of Miraj.
Holiday fashions for women and children will be
provided by Miraj and Rocking Horse, both locally
owned clothing stores.
;
There will. be a drawing for the trees, one of
which will be decorated with Victorian glass ornaments and another designed by Leesa Cumbie of
Seasons, who has designed the Eureka Inn’s
Christmas trees for the past several years.
No-host cocktails will be served starting at 11:30,
with lunch at noon and the fashion show beginning

at 12:15.

The cost for the lunch and show will be $20 per
person, with all proceeds going to the Humboldt
Arts Council. For more information call 442-0278.

audience can meet orchestra, chorus, soloists and

conductors. Tickets
Clockwork Music in
Tickets for the 19,
and available at The
Angelus Clockwork
_
in Arcata.
442-1411.

thé

are $10, available at Angelus
Eureka.
20 and 21 performances are $s
Works, Fireplace Books, and
Music in Eureka, and The
For more information call

at
HSU,

arn

Sun.

Dec.

14,

at ?:

concert er

‘p.m.

in the East Gym.

the ate

Arcata

Choir,

Hi

Mckinleyville

fchees Chote and brass
‘
audience will be
to join in and sin
Christmas
carols,
as well as Handel’s
*‘Hall
Admissi
elu
on is jah
free and !’’
the public is

Guitarist presents recital
Classical guitarist, Donald Henriques will perform at the Humboldt Cultural Center, 422 First
St., Eureka, Friday, Dec. 12, at 8:15 p.m.
The program will include music by Bach,
Couperin, Chavez, Ponce, Henriques and Albeniz.
Tickets are $3.50 general, $2.50 students and

seniors and are available at the Cultural Center the

evening of the performance.

|

Beginners invited to dance

from

The Humboldt Folklife Society will present a
Contra Dance at the Arcata Veteran’s Hall, Friday,
Dec. 12, at 8:30 p.m. The dances, from the traditions of New England, will be taught on the spot by
caller Michael Mulderig.
,
General admission is $3.50, $3 HFS members,
and people under 18 or over 60 can attend free. For
more information, call 822-7150.

Winner of 15 OBIE Awards,
New York City:

MABOU
MINES
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BEFORE YOU START DRIVING:
eCheck tires for tread-wear and airpressure
Make sure the radiator has

eBrin
Sinng aiehe a blanke t
elf you plan on going through
snow country, practice putting
_ on tire chains.
|

SET A TIME TABLE:
eSet a time for breaks. Stop the
car and walk around for
10 — 15 minutes.

eDuring the last four hours stop
every hour for breaks.
eDon’t ingest anything that

interfers with your driving.

3

|

IF THE CAR BREAKS DOWN:
eDon't leave the car on the
roadway.
|
elf you can get help quickly, do
_ $0. Otherwise, stay with your
vehicle.

eWomen driving alone should
Stay in their vehicle and lock the
doors.
3
Pe
Make a ‘HELP’ sign before you

leave. Put it on the antenna if
you have a problem.
elf you can reach a phone, call .
911 for assistance.

_ The Lumberjack would like to thank the
following patrons for their support:
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Tim Monahan never considered wrestling until
his brother started putting the moves on hime when

they fought.

aie a chee
cael
aes Te
w
we
whipped the
"heLoS oe hse he said.
s
future
opponents.

moves
tof
oe

ria
unde
quali
Tostamem 4
;
“Tim was 42-0 when he went into the tourna-

yearat Lassen Junior College, he went

ment,
then he lost his first two matches and finished
seventh. He just had an off day,”’ said Foster.

vadehialal (42-0) until ~ state tournament where
ane nished seventh.
he lost two abe
But wrestling wasn’t
ae
his main

"sedto Mybball
for ier Thenfabing oe
Kim
tx o stato
schools

lu
w
© me,”
ies war
Monahan tried out for the wrestling team his
en
tach comet end tate the Varelty
W

on the
res
ame ‘| I picked it.
and if it weren‘t for him
Monahan losta lot of

walk

**] was
and lost a lot of
>
State got the guy who beat me at (the) State
Arizona
(
. on
told me, ‘You can come
and check us out
but we can’t benefit you,’ ”’ he

ny

aA. ran
ait

who

team was tough and he
is a hard sport. I don’t
t my brother helped me,
I would have quit.’
matches at first, but soon

**] was
then (0)

Sports

to
coach

give it u
Prank)
k) Cheek called me up,’

HSU swim
By, Vent

Leigh Ann
kenbush wi
winged oun
0
the sound onof Gs

Saturday’s swim meet

wee

ty = Nevada-Reno and'San Francisco
ate
8 never could get used to it,’’ she
said.
Quackenbush is a member of the

HSU swim team, but her event doesn’t

call for a starting gun. She’s one of the
team’s four divers.
Likewise, HSU swim coach Pam Armold isn’t used to coaching more than
one Lumberjack diver.
“The first year | coached (1979), we
had two,” she said., ‘I don’t think
we’ve had more than two since. We've

psychology at San Diego State Univer-

sity, ‘She wants to work with children
from abused homes

the

campus

child

care

center.

‘*Childhood is one of the most impor-

Quackenbush 13th,
The two were HSU teammates
for
two weeks as freshmen. A recurring
tendonitis
problem in Lehman's right
ankle forced her to quit before con-

Leigh Ann
Ann

reverse dive lipies geal

Quackenbush performed

her last dive to take second place.

m

Interested bowlers needed
Mike and Bill Hanson

—

the new

owners of the Arcata Bowl — are look-

ing for HSU students who can bowl on
an intercollegiate team.
‘For us to field a team we need our
five guys to bowl over 190,’’ said Mike
Hanson.

“We'll foot the bill and everything,”’
Hanson said. ‘‘I’ve been getting calls
for supporting this. and supporting

that. This is what I want to support.
Both Hansons are from New York,

v

to compete -

moving to Vacaville six years
They took over at the Arcata
Oct. 15.

“I can take

and wake ihaie 1a

lower back.

ago.
on.

who bowl at 175
dana wows,”

Hanson said.

HSU linebacker Eric Lindauiet has

shown interest in the team, but Hanson

says he needs five or six more bowlers.

Thove interested can call ether

brother at the Arcata Bowl, 822-2453.

ae

“It’s not the first time I’ve worked
ve
** Lehman said, ‘but this
is really specific work on the lower

ore

any fun being
ft wasn’t

only

kenbush, as the lone HSU diving veteran, likes the newfound come
each other
pany. ‘‘We try to encourag

_

morale

We faa tice
“And

up,”

oo

there to talk to while you’re waiting

hamstri
baandck

Her injuries rn

ee

ing
year.
her divthis
;
“I don’t do really difficult dives,’’

she said. ‘‘The harder dives 1 do look
better,
with a lot of strength
and grace.|
"

in taking ats

es Se

Please see DIVE page

Continued
from page 23
- work on the aesthetic aspect.’’
Lehman,
20, prefers ‘‘exercise
to ‘‘physical education’’ in
naming her major.
**A lot of people don’t think a P.E.
‘ major is difficult,’ she said. ‘You
* have to take anatomy, you have to take
science . . . I don’t think it’s taken as
seriously as other majors.”
She also said the major implies an
automatic future career in coaching,
which is not ‘‘my main thrust.’’
Her goals after graduation include
travelling around ‘‘some of the more
Latin areas — Rio, Jamaica," then attending
te school ‘‘somewhere
in the
Bay Area. I really like the
cultural aspect of San Francisco.’’
Future career plans include teaching
nutrition, wellness or stress management in college.
Lehman’s personal stress management did her well during Saturday’s
diving competition. After choking in
the season’s first meet against Mills
College, ‘‘I didn’t stress out (Saturday)
and I got first place.’’ Lehman scored
159.108 points to Quackenbush’s 158.
Welch, a biology sophomore, opted
not to dive last year so as not to ‘‘stress
out.”
‘ **3 was busy coaching
gymnastics (at
—Doug Blair Six Rivers Gymastics in Eureka) and
getting into school, and I didn’t want
HSU freshman Mark Bauer hauls down a reboundin
Lumberjacks’
to spread myself too thin,’’ she said.
79-63 win over OIT.
’
~
Welch competed in gymnastics for
seven years. A floor exercise specialist,
she quit competition because ‘‘I’d
‘ Kent Young added 16 points and reached a plateau. I’d been competing
Scoring-machine Ron Connors led
eight rebounds against Cal-Lutheran, a long time and I wanted to concenthe HSU basketball team to a 78-66
trate on my schoolwork. Plus I wanted
with Lloyd Klaman adding 13 points.
consolation victory over Cal-Lutheran
Friday night, the Lumberjacks fell to start coaching and I couldn’t do
in the San Luis Obispo Tournament
both.”’
Saturday.
82-70 to the Hornets.
She swam in youth recreation
Freshman Mark Bauer came off the
Connors, who scored 24 points in an
leagues
between ages 5 and 12,
os
round loss to Sacramento
bench to score 12 points and Ed Whitspecializing
in butterfly and freestyle.
State
Friday, scored23 points and
more added 11.
Her
only
previous
diving experience
grabbed eight rebounds against CalIn their home opener, the LumberLutheran.
:
was
on
Bishop
O’
Dowd
High School's
jacks pressed and hustled their way
The Lumberjacks moved to 3-2 with
‘low-key’ diving team dusing her
back to a win.
the win, after winning their home
Connors again led the way in scoring — = at the Oakland high school
opener, 79-63 against the Oregon In-_ playing among the taller OIT in 1985.
stitute of Technology Dec. 2.
Before taking Armold’s diving class

Lumberjack hoopsters defeat OIT, 79-63

this year — and thus becoming a

$e tees ek

member of the team — ‘‘I never knew
NCAC diving consists
— forward, backward,
reverse dives with
somersault or sOmer:
the above

“CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO & STYLING
822-5720
Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcata

Walking Distance From HSU
3 Blocks North of Arcata Plaza

PACIFIC PARADISE 1087 H Street, Arcata
ths

SERRA
Sw
a

Pe
te

2

te

te

«

with a twist move.

Scores

from each dives
are tallied fora final
score.
Welch’s gymnastic background at
once helps and hinders her. While it
gives her power, ‘‘I still have to let the
board do the work for me,’’ she said.
‘Once I’m in the air, it’s the same
(as gymnastics), but with diving you
have to let the board throw you, while
on the floor you have to throw yourself
in the air.”
:
Welch is unsure of her career plans
but is considering animal research or
field work.
**We always had lots of animals
around the house — dogs, cats, rats,
snakes, guinea
pigs, small cage
animals, It’s just a
love of animals and
the outdoors,’’ she said.
Sono, 23, feels the same about
her major.
**] just always liked the ocean a lot,’’
said the oceanography senior, who is
considering private or state-funded
research work.
The Japanese native started diving in
her early teens for an athletic club in
Tokyo. Although she attended several
different universities between 1982,
when she left Japan, and the beginning
' of this semester, ‘‘they didn’t have a
ant or diving team at any other
1 I went to,’’ Sono said.
Sono-came to this country to study
because ‘‘I wanted to get an education
in English. | thought it would be more
useful — nobody else speaks Japanese
but the Japanese, right?”’
She find: competing on the swim
team ‘‘a good way of making friends,
to have fun with the other
members.”’
Sono, who goes
to Japan every
summer, plans to return there for
about a year before searching for
employment.

HAIR CONNECTION |

a,

of five dives
inward and
tional half, and any of

Continued from page 23
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Someone recently said this column
should have been called Vinnie’s
Vendeta.
At times this might have been an
appropriate name.
However, for the
most part | have og tetmy
view on sports here

is quantity." ot qual

| Viewpoint
|

teams lose games more often than I
would have liked to, but I have also
seen them play with the intensity it
takes to win a football, volley
basketball game.
It is not easy getting athletes, or
even students, to move 300 to 800
miles to attend a university located

often affects a

t

rs

per

County. A task I have always found

worthwhile.
Since last April my photo
pasted

—
an

in t

paper

bow

coach's

¥

usually been found right next to
ation as
of Marino’s Club. participation, .

‘Not that this was intentional, but if
no one was interested in what I had:to

ee
rer

the

ironicallyit are generally as

and find out what was hapycat the club this week,

All ae

numbers and

the.

re for

|

—~—

ae

of

ge

HSU.
By the way, this is the last tithe this

As a sports editor for a college column will appear in The Lumber-

paper ft is not possible to satisfy all jack. After'two years of
$, coaches, administrators, writing it is time to Move
clubs.and readers with the contents of _ I'll spend the, semester
the sports section. This is true no ting my fill of college bow!

Thursday Night Special

December

HSU sports
on.
break getgames and

‘matter how much is written about a catching up on.some lost s
team’s wins or losses.
- All I have left to say is, catch the

While at HSU Ihave seen the ‘Jack

wave and happy holidays.

11
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Mark Murray is attempting to sneak a
major fee increase past the student body.

Sneak’?

1986

to

describe his plan for deciding whether to

increase
by up to 40
t the $54
University Center fee, which pays for such

services as the bookstore and Center Activities.
Murray, as the chairman of the UC

.

board, is calling for this ‘‘auxiliary’’ campus agency to abandon its tradition of let‘ting students vote on a fee increase in the
Associated Students elections.
The student body cannot make an intelligent decision on such a matter, argues
Murray, who suggests students can be easily manipulated.

What the former A.S. president doesn’t
is it would be much easier to
ulate the 12-person UC board into
approving a fee increase than face
impertinent student voters.
It is absurd to expect the UC’s governing
board to adequately scrutinize a feeincrease proposal when it is in the board’s
best interest to grab as much additional
say

money as possible.

What makes matters worse is Murray
wants the board to make the critical decision two weeks into spring semester —
before students will be able to carefully
study the UC’s proposal. _ This will keep
to a minimum public scrutiny of the UC’s
eventual fee-increase proposal.
All of which leads to the question: What
does the UC have to hide?

Iguana wish you.a good one
’Twas the week before Christmas and all through
the dorm,

everyone was as depressed as could

because they missed their families and finals were

upon them.

Christmas away from your family is rough
enough, but the first Christmas with your newfound ‘‘dorm family” is an experience you'll not
soon forget.

Military on campus
may bring students
With
increasing
hardships
facing
students who need financial support, alternatives such as ROTC should be seriously
investigated.
Not only would the availability of an
ROTC program on campus give students
tunity to receive a quality educa-

tion

without mortgaging their future, but it

would also provide

the university with a

tial increase in enrollment that would

fit all students.

Those

who

would

choose

not

to be

associated with the military need not apply,

but the option of a military science curriculum should be available to those who

do want a career in the military.
* The availablity of a program should not

be decided by vocal minorities who can not
tolerate diversity
oneal.
ee

For a lot of them, it’s their first Christmas away
from home. Second-year residents and Living
Group Advisers try to make it as homey as possible.
Residents pool together and get a tree for the
building. Sixteen guys from the first floor argue for
a half hour about who gets to carry the tree to the
car. It’s like hanging out with the Waltons.
There’s a big tree decorating party. Everybody
gets smashed on eggnog and rum-and-Coke (consumed out of Coke cans so no one will get nailed for
having booze in the halls). The tree ends up
decorated with empty beer cans, razors, toilet
aper, prophylact
and uniquely feminine
enic articles.
© years ago, one LGA took one look at her
dorm’s tree, decorated with the above-mentioned
articles AND someone’s pet iguana, and exclaimed,

‘Oh, what is this? Christmas in Watts?”

Going home with a friend for Christmas is almost
as stressful as finals,

Do

not

mention

politics,

religion

refer to them as ‘‘rug rats,’’ especially in the
resence of their mothers. Do not offer to hold any
babies, even if you like them. They may not be

housebroken yet.
When asked about ‘‘your future,’’ say, ‘‘I’m exploring the possibilities as I develop my
tential.’’

This sounds a lot better than ‘‘I
I’m going to do with my life.”’
HSU has a reputation for

on’t

know what

turning

people,

especially women, into ‘‘organics’’ (also known as

**Humboldt Honeys”’ or ‘‘Granolas’’).
Nobody ever arrives in Humboldt County like
this — it’s somethin that ‘‘happens”’ to you. it’s as

if one whiff from t

pulp mills gives you an in-

credible desire to wear tie-dyed T-shirts, eat tofu
and let the hair on your legs grow.
If this has happened to you (or even if you were
organic before you arri
), you may be asked to
tone it down when you meet your friend’s family
(remember Aunt Pauline, the spinster, who thinks
long hair on boys is a commie plot). Alas,
*thoneys”’ and ‘‘granolas’’ also freak out the status.

W ThisSs Charadecharade of of yuppie-ism means
firm nbd c cate nok agpoccmtin
a
won
u
n
i
t
e
.
fem
ative
the weed-eater to shave your legs, and
nod. Remember to my **sir”’ aaa **ma’am’’, and to

aa.

gastro-

small children running around. Be patient. Do not

tice your smile,

keep your elbows off the table. Do not open any
bottles with your teeth.
Try to get a brief rundown on the family before
you meet them. Find out who has what hobbies,
etc. This saves you from the embarrassment of talking football with Uncle Frank, who thinks the Los
Angeles Rams are a punk rock group.

or

intestinal problems.
Since holidays are family occasions, expect a few

d
dres

ng out
ig cOn-

servativel y. Leave the Birkenstocks and ear cuff
behind the ‘Redwood Curtain.”
Watch your mannerisms. After all the trouble
you’ve gone to to change
ur i's tate th you

don’t want to blow it by

and seaweed. Learn to fang
Cheese Whiz.
Take

heart.

>+ tne
-

aski

Christmas comes

or at

n Doritos und

but once a year,

.

Foam, foam on the range...
vices, thes

Jerry Kalisik
Wheit I first started. buying

coffee on campus, |

wasn’t aware of the minor crime I was committing
against nature.

filled the provided cup with a delicious
j 7
Roast or African, poured in a little
French
brew of
half-and-half (tossing the little container away) and
enjoyed the hot, stimulating drink.
After I finished my refreshing drink, 1 would un-

consciously throw my cup into the trash and race
off to my next class, completely forgetting about it.

However, an inner voice kept busein me every
time I went through this process unti I finally had
to stop and listen.
What

happens

to that styrofoam

cup

and

the

12,000 like it that disappear into the trash every
plates and plastic utenweek (along with the 3-4,
sils)?

They are either dumped in a landfill (since they’re

not biodegradable,

they rest in their grave, never

turning to dust), or burned, releasing a number of
cancer-causitig chemicals into the already troubledto
for us and other living things
atmosphere
siete
breathe.
If that’s not offensive enough, these styrofoam
we
products are made from petroleum — a resouofrcelife.
all know is finite and precious to our way
Last spring, a survey was taken by the food ser-

vices department on the introduction of styrofoam

cups. They were to —

the paper cups that were

The survey asked students if
eee in price.
g
more for their drinks to get
payin
mind
would
they
prefer to have the cheaper
they
would
or
cups
paper
styrofoam cup.
According to Ben Ditch, who works in food ser-

about

30-30.

: out

which ran for a week,
(the

current priceof i Tienes

styrofoam cup is 3.5-4 cents versus 7-8 cents for
paper.)
85, with economy in mind, the food services
department started replacing biodegradable a
cups with styrofoam. Paper plates were also r
and
ed by styrofoam because of Cost,
preference by some students.

Currently, if you buy a large cup of coffee in the
Sweet Shoppe, it costs 60 cents. If you bring the cup
back for a refill, you get a nickel off the price — a
fair deal.
As a first step toward the elimination of
styrofoam cups on campus, I propose the price ofa
cup of coffee be reduced by 5 cents to people who
b
their own cup.
is won’t reduce the profits of the food services
won’t be forced to do
department, and

cg

s offer shou

cash registers, a few

ma pl: ge poe
m

posted

{

at

should considet how his message has

epresdent

|

fared.

has |

governments,"|

hypoctnicl
hostages. Yet,

de

and the press have ignored
these trades:

Hundredsof innocent foreigners — in Iran,

Iraq,

a,

Israel
as,
and perhaps,
Hondur

— will die as these weapons are used.
We might have legitimate complaints with
the leaders of some of these fiations, but not
with neutral bystanders in the line of fire. It’s

s on KHSU and some sim-

around campus.
ple posters distributed
educational flyers could
program,
Following this
students (inde
concerned
by
be created
parbe earned
possibly
could
study units
indifficulty),
much
too
without
students
ticipating
of
effects
negative
the
about
people
forming
a
(Maybe
environment.
our
on
cups
styrofoam
small grant could be obtained from the Associated
Students to cover the cost of materials.)
spring, another survey could be held
Then in the
on the desirability of styrofoam cups on campus.
The food services department seems very open to
new ideas and solutions, so I think we have a very
good chance of making this positive change for our
campus and our environment.

Letters
Editor:
I am writing in response to recent criticism of the
of recruitment funds for athletics at
—
SU.
A total lack of knowledge concerning college
athletics is immediately obvious, and a ride on the
equal-rights-for-women bandwagon down Injustice
Lane is equally evident.
The allocation of recruitment funds is not an indication of sexism against female sports squads, but
rather a sound, cost-effective investment in the
sports that hold the greatest possibility of returning

the investment. Those sports are men’s football

and, to a lesser degree, men’s basketball. These
sports have the greatest fan support and consequently produce the greatest amount of revenue.
The football team is supported by a wide variety
of local businesses, citizens and college football
fans. This support is manifested by 2,000 to 5,000
paying fans who occupy the Redwood Bowl during

any home football game this year. Because the football team generates the greatest amount of athletic

prorevenues, it is only right for the bread-winning the
from
gram to receive the greatest amount
recruitment fund.
The dichotomy of the football team’s revenuegenerating ability may well be the women’s
fan
volleyball team. The volleyball team has little
null.
is
revenue
generate
support and its ability to
Volleyball is one of several welfare sports draw—
ing financial support from the money sports
think
would
1
mainly men’s football and basketball.
be
anyone who supports the volleyball team would
sports.
grateful for the money they leech from other
winIn response to criticism of the Lumberjacks’

at
loss record, the new football coaches will need
least five years to turn the team around. Mikeas

Dolby and his assistants are not gods. As soon

everyone realizes that, the better off all HSU football fans will be.
more
Finally, if the volleyball team did
nampio
ac
win
ay
somed
recruiting money and did
it
see
to
stands
the
in
e
anyon
ship, there wouldn’t be
cares?
who
anyway. So I ask you —

Greg Marfil
Wildlife management junior

To credit or not to credit?
Editor:
Lest tek in your article on the SLC budget cuts,
you mentioned representatives from the newspaper
and intramurals programs objected to the size of
the cuts to their programs. Despite declining enrollment, these two important programs still

an overall increase ($1,639 for

$1,700 for intramurals) in funds compared to last
year.

It doesn’t take a financial wizard to see they

made out better than most other programs. A little
would go a long
and foresight
fiscal
"
way toward solving their
quite clear. The
is
cut
budget
the
of
cause
directly, it is an
more
but
answer is low enrollment,
enroliment.
student
of
unrealistic projection
university administration has done an admirable
ye trying to recruit students. However,
yet to correct their long-standing
did not
retaining the students they recruit.
an oppredicted
they
take this into account when

5g z

Equality Doesn’t Sell

_.
timistic 6,300 students for this year.
The administration has consistently

given

lems with transfering units for idenstudents
tical or similar classes taken at another college, on
the grounds that course descriptions do not match
‘exactly. There are also problems with additional
Please
see next page

‘ood barrels.
The barrels will remain until Christmas
left in the
compassion
break. Is there
at HSU? It remainsto
students and

as

Social science senior

Repression Creates Refugees
Editor:

In your Nov.
necessary.

Peter Sells
Forestry senior

Ode To a Drip
Editor:

12 article, ‘‘Outreach program

assists Laotians,”’ I had to laugh at Bob Bouvier’s
main reason the Southeast Asian Outreach Proemg was éstablished and why the Laotians are
ere.
A lost war backed by the CIA? Come on, give me
a break. These people are here for the same reason
other refugees are here — to escape repressive
totalitarian forms of government that are insensitive to poverty and basic human needs.
Mr. Bouvier should be grateful for the U.S.
government’s benevolence which provides funds for
the program he represents.

It’s quite a shame university students resort to
theft to supplement their lack of responsibility. The
first rainy day we had in October, my raincoat was
stolen, (I assume by someone who had unfortunateNorman Peck
ly left his at home).
Arcata
A responsible person would not inconvenience
another by such an action. That raincoat was a bir- - Letters to the editor are accepted from all life
forms. Letters should be typewritten or clearly
thday present,
so not only was I robbed
of a
printed and no more than
349 words. All letters
necessary protection, but
also of a piece of senmust be signed and are subject to editing. Include
timental vinyl. What a disappointment!
street address, city and phone number. Students
Of course, it is
ible a financially deficient
should also include class status and major. Letters
person resorted to this deed; in that case, you may
will not be returned. Deadline
for submitting letters
feel justified. However, I believe I needed that rainto The Lumberjack office, Nelson Hall East, is 5
coat on a rainy day as much as you did.
p.m. Fridays.

advertismem. Some Wavel funds are provided by @ grant fem
Reader's Digest.
Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are those of
The Lumberjack newspaper and are not necessarily those of

the Associated
Students or the university.

The L
is a member of the Califor.
ain Ronapuber Patohore heseaeton

WHALE OF
A CHRISTMAS

STORI

[closed Saturday& Sunday

HAVE

TALENT,

WILL

MAKE

$$$ — That's

someone who'll need it. Let the public know you
exist with classifieds. Forms available at the
Ticket Office in NHE

12-10

of

Society

CLEANING

CARPET

STUDENT

STARVING

or auto.
E pad, sofa
us clean your
VIC
- Let
SER

BEAUTIFUL 20 x 40 MOBILE — on almost %

Don't live in dirt. Low
estimates. 822-1970

rates.

student

Free
12-10

acre, 2 huge shops (plumbed and wired),
for. A fantastic buy at only $57,500! Super
building lot close to HSU off California Ave. Up
to two units. Only $15,000. Near HSU Great
Victorian on over % acre (splitable). Great for
faculty, staff, students, fraternity. Only

TYPING.. TERM PAPERS -— Thesis, technical,
statistical. Editing, proofreading and copying
available. Reasonable rates. Pickup and delivery
possible. Call Relda at 442-5130. Early or late

$

Assoc.;

is;

Public

Journalists;

Professional

Sociology/Social Work Students;

Nurses Assoc.; Xi Sigma Pi; Asian Stu

Studen

Union; Baptist Student Union; Broadsides
Publishing Cooperative; Campus Crusade for
Christ;

nicely landscaped, fenced and very well cared

eee

Rijies: Peace:

De

Omicron

Medical

Assoc

Printmaker's

ng: Art

right. If you can provide a service, then there's

Campus

Science Or

Women

for Shelter; Christian

; Conservation Unlimited;

of sthe Dunes; Friends
1; Friend

Dissonent

of the NC Environmental Center; Handicapables;

12-10

okay.

$59,900. Sunnybrea Charmer 3 bdrm., deck,

1969 MG — For sale. GREAT SHAPE, $1,000.
12-10
443-7995 after 5 p.m.
- solid wood

padded rails, heater'and mattress $400.
Mtching samsonite luggage 3 pieces $40.

12-10

GOT IT? DON’T WANT IT? — Sell it with
classifieds. Classified forms available in NHE at
12-10
the Ticket Office.
'76 4x4 PICK-UP — Datsun, rollbar, lights,
FM/AM Stereo and more. 822-9106 Phil.
$3000 OBO. Will consider trade plus $. 12-10

FOR SALE — Rock climbing gear. New and
used. Ropes, friends, chocks, carabiners,
pitons, bolts, Coleman lantern, canning jars,
12-10
more. 826-1644

AIRLINE TICKET - flying home for the
holiday? Use my ticket. L.A., S.F. or
for more
somewhere else. Round Trip $150

7°6” COLUMBIAN
— Boa. Tame with heated
12-10
cage. $100. Steve 622-2017
ROOMMATE WANTED -— female to share 2
mapt. % utilities. $125
furnished
roo
nicely
bed

12-10

mo., ea. Call 822-8317

EPISCOPALIANS

1928

-

at
volunteer; units may be available. Call Debbie
at
County
ldt
Humbo
of
club
girls
&
boys
the
11-5
442-9142

JOAN

TYPING:

theses,

Papers,

LOD

“AWESOME” - “Outstanding,” “Rad,” etc. are

return on 111. Call at 626 — 9211 to leave
12-10
Ask for Peter. 0.8.0.
message.
Sandy Johnson, we've missed you

Dear Mr.

at

last

the

four

Gay

eos ete bachetnetl games

us. Love & hugs,

contact
Jim.

Union

Student

Moet

Loule &
12-10

Term Papers/Reports presented in an accurate

format (NLA/APA or Form & Style). Call LORNA's
tor FAST, ACCURATE SERVICE 442-4926
EARN

$480

WEEKLY

- $60 per hundred

needed for company project stuffing envelopes

and assembling materials. Send stamped selfaddressed envelope to JBK Mailcompany, P.O.
3-25
Box 25-H Castak, CA. 01310.

WANTED — Boys basketball coach for 7th
grade team at Zane Jr. High (Eureka). Ex12-10

WANT AN INCREDIGLE EXPERIENCE? Find out about becoming an HOP peer
forget!!
'll
never
job you
counselor. It's a summer
12-10
x3670
117,
NHE
by
Stop

12-10
WHATS THIB | HEAR? ~ Santa ten't coming? :
JILLY

12-1

5

tactics.

JOHNSON - Merry
GEAN (TJ)
, Sweetie. vey one Comey Oe ee

- on you-know-who
for me.-Roxanne

HEY P11. — | hear your real name is Michael K.
12-10

Foget
- with
PERSON
RESPONSIBLE
NEED
references to drive my car from East coast.
12-10
Stacey 826-0602

FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

compteters.

successful

PLD

FOR SUMMER

— Tuition free. U.S.F.S. certificate for
Call

HROP

12-10

P.1. — Can't wait for the roast on Friday, Dec. 12.
old Ex 12-10
and e
i have a geat story to tell. Lov
MERRY

CHRISTMAS

-

Unity

Church

of

Eureka wishes you holidays filled with peace and

love. Visit us at 714 4th Street in Eureka when
12-10

school resumes.

No Lumberjack until Feb. 4

Happy Holiday Season.
oa

822-3414.

12-10

holiday.)

SAME DAY TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE: -

446-7122

12-10

a

Editing

resumes.

services.

Typing

—-

ELK

822-4616

ups, oil

ae

2-4

WILL YOU HELP OUR CHILDREN HAVE A
BRIGHTER
A
AND
DAY
BETTER
help! Please
your
TOMORROW? — We need

JOBS

, brakes, and more! Reasonable

va

SERVICES.

442-4926.

GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS? = Treat
your car to... Mobile Tune-up Enterprises. Tune-

rates! Call Ty at 826-2813

Call

available.

ACCURATE

LO

Le OL

De

3

LORNA's

are

grammar

FAST,

839-2158 (leave message

12-10

info: call Jonathan 822-8693

for

for

Opportunities

headboard with mirror, six drawer pedestal,

822-2323

Readers

above clubs...no more club (the ax, nix, execution, you know...DEACTIFICATION!! No kidding,
a nice
d have
CC (Oh,
guys!) The Dissappointe

i

KING SIZE WATERBED

papers,

i

TWO PLANE TICKETS FOR SALE - N.Y. to
S.F. and S.F. to Arcata, Jan. 11. Buy one or .
12-10
both. Best offer. Michelle 826-9043

term

;

November 20 outside the field house. Reward!
12-10
Call 826-7213, ask for Benton.

Papers,

$

LOST 1 PAIR OF SUNGLASSES Prescription lenses, glacier style, frames black,
head insignia on them. Lost Thursday

Research

TYPING:

dissertations
theses,
reports (MLA/APA),
resumes.
also
format,
e
accurat
an
in
presented
Tables are laid out with clarity and proportion.

93

12-10

NEED SOMEONE TO TAKE OVER MY
LEASE — 2 bdrm apt., water, garbage paid,
$340 mo., $200 deposit. 10 min. walk from
campus with laundry, shopping close. Call.
12-10
822-5440 eves. or early mornings.

12-10

Montgomvery, Al., 36102-1653

i

close to school. $185 mo. eac Call
826-1769

organ, guitar, House of the Arts, 108 Bibb St.,

z

NEEDED —- Male or female. 2.

1 % bath. Very nice, fully furnished and

in just 20 lessons. Guaranteed! Enclose My
for first lesson and brochure. Specify piano,

e

ROOMMATE
bdrm,

TO PLAY - In the privacy of your

LEARN

:

12-10

i

shop, shed, garage, vaulted ceilings, only

$56,600. LAZZAR REALTY 622-4171.

Ta

al

ao

al

%
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in front of the full CcC Board
wos its decision
soft hikboard
Murray
said
it would
e,

$31,320 for Center Activities. The UC
options

tnd

ey

hen

|

cs
said

a
Sees

‘‘if

The two most recent aan increase
proposals, which occu
ast year
and the year: before, were
t to

this a ogh — eonaere to
employees to eac
| Murray agreed that the UC

1.9

anything without the $35,000.’’
ast week’s UC Finance and

ed by a large margin, but the 1985 in_ijtiative failed.

that a recent round of m
‘‘might have gone ov

first of several to be held before the
board makes its decision Feb. 11, said
Mark Murray, UC: board chairman.

resentatives think we’re not intelligent enough to make our own decisions,’’ Marcus said.

nekamp said. “The students
st
shouldn’t

§

on

whether

the

student

student votes. The 1984 pr

Facilities Committee meeting was the

ny

employees are labeled as managers.
‘That's the problem— they won’t
he said.

eee have to be cut, even if a $20 fee
ncrease was passed.
**I can’t makeup $35,000,” Pen-

ee

make

~— want before deciding.

tant decisions.”

favors the fee increase, but not by a

power to

urray said he sees a need for and

cage

won’t

be

what

I’m

Murray said. ‘‘That’s not

So make an intelligent decision

on ¢
. the
manipulated.”

electorate

can

be

Murray said all UC Board —e

i. be

to the
meet t

ag The
t at $:30 in

Releon Walt 120, On Feb. 4 there will
be a public forum in Goodwin Forum

years ago,

alcuts
.”” A few

manager resigned, Nordstrom ene
the respons ilities of er Rae

they prefer to only fund the more
popular intramurals or contemporary

be

able

to

effectively

run

foreg UC,

lecturer and committee member, said

*

the

approximately

$25,000 was

saved

and Center Activities,

rams were cut Or eliminated,

lowest-paid

employees

would

be

though

option

last

tion because it would ‘‘provide exact

would

rather than

ee WA

MUSIC,

MAGE,

+

NEWSPAPERS

LIVe

or nothing’ woul

want the
ams subs

those who can afford them,”

nce

*

FROG POND

; We
PASTRIES
\

FIRE PLACE

Traditional Sauna Cabins
GPEN

EVERYOAY

18:00

NOON

*

INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

AND

HOLIDAYS

*

CORNER

Sth

AND

ly that

in, then

nsive’ activities should be paid in full

PRIVATE

: :sd

the third,

they must Save the ski, surf and sail
programs subsidized, too. These ‘ex-

by

IRISH MUBIC BATURDAY

no

with the se-

>.

- EVROPEAN

be

programs,
he said

which provides full pate.

year by cutbacks in employee benefits.
if students
‘‘Student activities are subsidized by _ tramurals

| Clark said he favored the second

there

more choices are available

cond

factor in the budget problem. | UC employees. It might be OK if they
e said if there were cuts in support = overpaid, but they’re not,”he

to CenterArts

and

Even

direct funding to any

om Butte, business administration

agreed rising costs and

but cited
adexpenses as another

performances?’’ Clark said.

both

organizations.

necessary

to maintain the

find «out what activities they want sub-

bookstore. Murray questioned

ge Clark, accounting technician

declining revenues have made a fee in-

is required

organization.”
e said sttidents should be polled to

when Nordstrom became

spring’ s elections.
crease
a

Burt Nordstrom

what

it was realistic to expect one person to

put a fee increase to a vote in

i

COFFEEHOUSE

was

director of the UC, his previous
posi- _ sidized.
tion of assistant director was not filled.
“Do all students want to subsidize
And last summer, when the bookstore
ski trips or rock concerts . . . or would

Murray noted that the A.S. has the

ad-

F

“‘top-heavy’” a few years ago, but said

“I think it’s stupid that student

‘The UC belongs to all of us. We
should be the ones making the impor-

“That

four employees were to be layed off,

pass-

Nordstrom told the committee he
would devise ‘‘as many scenarios,”as

vote of the student body.

cut the management,

body

should vote on the fee hike.

concerts

formances and

Ce

spore
jo sdeeds Ht amsClark balesaid sevenhavemanager,
of the 24 full-time

s

ray

visiting poets, dance and theater per-

en ange ae = ame

two to

for

have one manager

who
Reynolds,

= Former UC board member Ethan
Marcus, however, disagreed with Mur-

crease, said CenterArts programs such
concerts,
as quad concerts,

=

— you
“The UC Center is top heavy

McCrone would then eee

elior Ann

positions ” would

significant over time while the
UC salaries contin
csasuiticatehd.
flation and reclassi

on student sentiment about the issue.

nekamp, who favors the $30 fee in-

i i la

level

ion to Presi-

rone, who would
from
the Student
“i
Council.
ve

nah,

poston

fired first.
Clark said under the first
money savedby eliminating
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